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Abstract. Self-reporting procedures and inspection methods have been
largely employed in the fields of interaction and web-design for assessing
the usability of interfaces. However, there seems to be a propensity to
ignore features related to end-users or the context of application during
the usability assessment procedure. This research proposes the adoption
of the construct of mental workload as an additional aid to inform inter-
action and web-design. A user-study has been performed in the context
of human-web interaction. The main objective was to explore the rela-
tionship between the perception of usability of the interfaces of three
popular web-sites and the mental workload imposed on end-users by
a set of typical tasks executed over them. Usability scores computed
employing the System Usability Scale were compared and related to the
mental workload scores obtained employing the NASA Task Load Index
and the Workload Profile self-reporting assessment procedures. Findings
advise that perception of usability and subjective assessment of mental
workload are two independent, not fully overlapping constructs. They
measure two different aspects of the human-system interaction. This dis-
tinction enabled the demonstration of how these two constructs cab be
jointly employed to better explain objective performance of end-users, a
dimension of user experience, and informing interaction and web-design.

1 Introduction

In recent decades the demands of evaluating usability of interactive web-based
systems have produced several assessment procedures. Very often, during usabil-
ity inspection, there is a tendency to overlook features of the users, aspects of
the context and characteristics of the tasks. This tendency is also justified by
the lack of a model that unifies all of these aspects. Considering features of
users is fundamental for the User Modeling community [1,16]. Similarly, taking
into consideration the context of use is of extreme importance for inferring reli-
able assessments of usability [3,36]. Additionally, during the usability assessment
process, accounting for the demands of the task executed is core for describing
user experience [20]. Building a cohesive model is not trivial, however we believe
the construct of human mental workload (MWL) – often referred to as cognitive
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load – can significantly contribute to such a goal and inform interaction and
web-design. MWL, with roots in Psychology, has been mainly applied within
the fields of Ergonomics and Human Factors. Its assessment is key to measur-
ing performance, which in turn is fundamental for describing user experience
and engagement. A few studies have tried to employ the construct of MWL to
explain usability [2,24,41,46,50]. Despite this interest, not much has yet been
done to investigate their relationship empirically. The aim of this research is to
empirically test the relationship between subjective perception of usability and
mental workload as well as their impact on objective user performance, which
means tangible quantifiable facts (Fig. 1).

usability

mental workload
objective performance

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the empirical study

This paper is organised as follows. Firstly, notable definitions of usability
and mental workload are provided, followed by an overview of the assessment
techniques employed in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI). Related work is
also presented, highlighting how the two constructs have been employed so
far, distinctly and jointly. An experiment is subsequently designed in the con-
text of human-web interaction, aimed at investigating the relationship between
the perception of usability of three popular web-sites (Youtube, Wikipedia and
Google) and the mental workload experienced by users after interacting with
them. Results are presented and critically discussed, showing how these con-
structs interact and how they impact objective user performance. A summary
concludes this paper pointing to future work and highlighting the contribution
to knowledge.

2 Core Notions and Definitions

Widely employed in the broader field of HCI, usability and mental workload
are two constructs from Ergonomics, with no crystal and generally applicable
definitions. There is an acute debate on their assessment and measurement [4–6].
Although ill-defined, they remain extremely important for describing the user
experience and improving interaction, interface and system design.

2.1 Definitions of Usability

The amount of literature covering definitions [21,48], frameworks and method-
ologies for assessing usability is vast. The ISO (International Organisation for
Standardisation) defines usability as ‘The extent to which a product can be
used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency,
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and satisfaction in a specified context of use’. Usability, according to Nielsen
[38], is a method for improving ease-of-use in the design of interactive systems
and technologies. It embraces other concepts such as efficiency, learnability and
satisfaction. It is often associated with the functionalities of a product rather
than being merely a feature of the user interface [39].

2.2 Measures of Usability

Often when selecting an appropriate procedure in the context of interaction and
web-design, it is desirable to consider the effort and expense that will be incurred
in collecting and analysing data. For this reason, designers have tended to adopt
subjective usability assessment techniques for collecting feedback from users [21].
On one hand, self-reporting techniques can only be administered post-task, thus
influencing their reliability with regard to long tasks. Meta-cognitive limitations
can also diminish the accuracy of reporting and it is difficult to perform com-
parisons among raters on an absolute scale. On the other hand, these techniques
appear to be the most sensitive and diagnostical [21]. Nielsen’s principles, thanks
to their simplicity in terms of effort and time, are frequently employed to evaluate
the usability of interfaces [38]. The evaluation is done iteratively by systemati-
cally finding usability problems in an interface and judging them according to
the principles [39]. The main problem associated to these principles is that they
mainly focus on the user interface forgetting contextual factors, the cognitive
state of the users and the underlying tasks.

The System Usability Scale [9] is a questionnaire that consists of ten ques-
tions (Table 9). It is a highly cited usability assessment method and it has been
massively applied [7]. It is a very easy scale to administer, demonstrating relia-
bility to distinguishing usable and unusable systems and even with small sample
sizes [54]. Alternatives include the Computer System Usability Questionnaire
(CSUQ), developed at IBM and the Questionnaire for User Interface Satisfac-
tion (QUIS), developed at the HCI lab at the University of Maryland. The former
is a survey that consists of 19 questions on a seven-point Likert scale of ‘strongly
disagree’ to ‘strongly agree’ [25]. The latter was designed to assess users’ sat-
isfaction with aspects of a computer interface [49]. It includes: a demographic
questionnaire, a measure of system satisfaction along six scales, and a hierarchy
of measures of nine specific interface factors. Each of these factors relates to a
user’s satisfaction with that particular aspect of an interface as well as to the
factors that make up that facet, on a 9-point scale. Although it is more complex
than other instruments, QUIS has shown high reliability across several inter-
faces [19]. Many other usability inspection methods and techniques have been
proposed in the literature [21,54].

2.3 Definitions of Mental Workload

Human Mental Workload (MWL) is an important design concept and it is
fundamental for exploring the interaction of people with technological devices
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[29,31,32]. It has a long history in Psychology with applications in Ergonomics,
especially in the transportation industry [14,20]. The principal reason for MWL
assessment is to quantify the cognitive cost associated to performing a task for
predicting operator or system performance [10]. However, it has been largely
reported that mental underload and overload can negatively influence perfor-
mance [60]. On one hand, during information processing, when MWL is at a
low level, individuals may frequently feel frustrated or annoyed. On the other
hand, when MWL is at a high level, this can lead individual to confusion and
decrease their performance in processing information and increases the chances
of mistakes. Hence, designers who are interested in human or system perfor-
mance require answers about operator workload at all stages of system design
and operation so design alternatives can be explored and evaluated [20]. MWL
is not a linear concept [30,43] but it can be intuitively defined as the volume of
cognitive work necessary for an individual to accomplish a task over time. It is
not ‘an elementary property, rather it emerges from the interaction between the
requirements of a task, the circumstances under which it is performed and the
skills, behaviours and perceptions of the operator’ [20]. However, this is only a
practical definition, as many other factors influence mental workload [33].

2.4 Measures of Mental Workload

The measurement of MWL is an extensive area where several assessment tech-
niques have been proposed [10,37,51,59,61,62]: (a) self-assessment measures;
(b) task measures; (c) physiological measures; The category of self-assessment
measures is often referred to as self-report measures. It relies on the subject
perceived experience of the interaction with an underlying interactive system
through the direct estimation of individual differences such as the emotional
state, attitude and stress of the operator, the effort devoted to the task and its
demands [14,20]. It is strongly believed that only the individual concerned with
the task can provide an accurate judgement with respect to the MWL experi-
enced, hence self-assessment measures have always attracted many practitioners.
This has also been adopted in this study. The class of performance measures is
based upon the assumption that the mental workload of an operator, interact-
ing with a system, gain relevance only if it influences system performance. In
turn, this class appears as the most valuable options for designers [45,53]. The
category of physiological measures considers bodily responses derived from the
operator’s physiology. These responses are believed to be correlated to MWL and
are aimed at interpreting psychological processes by analysing their effect on the
state of the body. Their advantage is that they can be collected continuously
over time, without requiring an overt response by the operator [40] but they
require specific equipment and trained operators mitigating their employability
in real-world tasks.
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3 Related Work

In a recent review, it was acknowledge that usability and performance are two
core elements for assessing user experience [46]. Lehmann et al. also empha-
sise the importance of adopting multiple metrics for tackling the problem of
user engagement measurement, being usability and cognitive engagement part
of these metrics [24]. OBrien and collaborators identified mental workload and
usability as elements of user engagement, suggesting that a little correlation
exists between the two constructs [41]. Nonetheless, this is under-investigated in
their environment and, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the first real
attempt aimed at exploring the relationship between subjective mental workload
and perception of usability. Additionally, because the former area is less explored
in interaction and web design, while the latter area has an extensive research
endeavour [21,54], this section mainly covers related work on mental workload.

3.1 Applications of MWL for Design

At an early design phase, a system/interface can be optimised taking mental
workload into consideration, guiding designers in making appropriate structural
changes [60]. Specifically, in the context of web-applications, modern interfaces
have become increasingly complex [35], often requiring more mentally demanding
tasks with a consequent increments in the degree of mental workload imposed
on operators [17,18]. As the difficulty of these task increases, due to interface
complexity, mental workload also increases and performance usually decreases
[10]. In turn, operator’s response time increases, error are more recurrent and
fewer tasks are completed per time unit [22]. In contrast, when task difficulty is
minor, interfaces and systems can impose a low mental workload on operators.
This situation should be avoided as it leads to difficulties in maintaining attention
and increasing reaction time [10]. [63] noted how roles can be useful in interface
design and proposed a role-based method to measure MWL applicable in HCI for
dynamically adjusting mental workload and enhance performance in interaction.

3.2 Application of MWL Self-assessment Measures

Self-assessment measures of MWL include multidimensional approaches such
as the NASA’s Task Load Index (NASATLX) [20], the Subjective Workload
Assessment Technique [42], the Workload Profile [52] as well as uni-dimensional
measures such as the Copper-Harper scale [13], the Rating Scale Mental Effort
[64], the Subjective Workload Dominance Technique [55] and the Bedford scale
[44]. These procedures have low implementation requirements, low intrusive-
ness and high subject acceptability. The NASATLX has been used for evaluat-
ing user interfaces in health-care [26] or in e-commerce, along with a dual-task
objective methodology for investigating the effects on user satisfaction [47]. The
Workload Profile [52], the NASATLX and the Subjective Workload Assess-
ment Technique [42] have been compared in a user study to evaluate different
web-based interfaces [35]. Tracy and Albers adopted three different techniques
for measuring MWL in web-site design: NASATLX, the Sternberg Memory
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Test and a tapping test [2,50]. They proposed a technique to identify sub-areas
of a web-site in which end-users manifested a higher mental worklaod during
interaction, allowing designers to modify those critical regions. Similarly, [15]
investigated how the design of query interfaces influence stress, workload and
performance during information search. Here stress was measured by physiolog-
ical signals and a subjective assessment technique – Short Stress State Ques-
tionnaire. Mental workload was assessed using the NASATLX and log data was
used as objective indicator of performance to characterise search behaviour.

4 Design of Experiments

A study involving human participants executing typical tasks over 3 popular web-
sites (Youtube, Google, Wikipedia) was set to investigate the relationship between
perception of usability, mental workload and objective performance. One self-
assessment procedure for measuring usability and two for mental workload:

– the System Usability Scale (SUS) [9]
– the Nasa Task Load Index (NASATLX), developed at NASA [20]
– the Workload Profile (WP ) [52], based on Multiple Resource Theory [56,57].

Five classes of the objective performance of participants on tasks were set:

1. the task was not completed as the user gave up
2. the execution of the task was terminated because the available time was over
3. the task was completed and no answer was required by the user
4. the task was completed, the user provided an answer, but it was wrong
5. the task was completed and the user provided the correct answer.

These are sometimes conditionally dependent (Fig. 2). The experimental hypoth-
esis are defined in Table 1 and illustrated in Fig. 3.

Was task completed?

Was answer given?
Was answer correct?

CLASS 1 or CLASS 2

CLASS 3
CLASS 4

CLASS 5

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

Fig. 2. Partial dependencies of classes of objective performance

Table 1. Research hypothesis

H1 Usability and Mental workload are two uncorrelated constructs capturing
difference variance (as measured with self-reporting techniques - SUS,
NASATLX, WP)

H2 A unified model incorporating a usability and a MWL measure can better
predict objective performance than MWL alone
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SUS

MWL

SUS + MWL
OBJECTIVE

PERFORMANCE
MWL

Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 2

different than

explains

better than

Fig. 3. Illustration of research hypothesis

4.1 Details of Experimental Subjective Self-reporting Techniques

The System Usability Scale is a subjective usability assessment instrument
that uses a Likert scale, bounded in the range 1 to 5 [9]. Questions can be found
in Table 9. Individual scores are not meaningful on their own. For odd questions
(SUSi with i = {1|3|5|7|9}), the score contribution is the scale position (SUSi)
minus 1. For even questions (SUSi with i = {2|4|6|8|10}), the contribution is 5
minus the scale position. For comparison purposes, the SUS value is converted
in the range [1..100] ∈ � with i1 = {1, 3, 5, 7, 9}, i2 = {2, 4, 6, 8, 10}

SUS = 2.5 ·
[ ∑

i1

(SUSi − 1) +
∑
i2

(5 − SUSi)

]

The NASA Task Load Index instrument [20] belongs to the category of
self-assessment measures. It has been validated in the aviation industry and
other contexts in Ergonomics [20,45] with several applications in many socio-
technical domains. It is a combination of six factors believed to influence MWL
(questions of Table 10). Each factors is quantified with a subjective judgement
coupled with a weight computed via a paired comparison procedure. Subjects
are required to decide, for each possible pair (binomial coefficient,

(
6
2

)
= 15) of

the 6 factors, ‘which of the two contributed the most to mental workload during
the task’, such as ‘Mental or Temporal Demand?’, and so forth. The weights w
are the number of times each dimension was selected. In this case, the range is
from 0 (not relevant) to 5 (more important than any other attribute). The final
MWL score is computed as a weighed average, considering the subjective rating
of each attribute di and the correspondent weights wi:

NASATLX : [0..100] ∈ � NASATLX =

(
6∑

i=1

di × wi

)
1
15

The Workload Profile (WP) assessment procedure [52] is built upon the Mul-
tiple Resource Theory proposed in [56,57]. In this theory, individuals are seen
as having different capacities or ‘resources’ related to: • stage of information
processing – perceptual/central processing and response selection/execution;
• code of information processing – spatial/verbal; • input – visual and audi-
tory processing; • output – manual and speech output. Each dimension is quan-
tified through subjective rates (questions of Table 11) and subjects, after task
completion, are required to rate the proportion of attentional resources used
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for performing a given task with a value in the range 0..1 ∈ �. A rating of
0 means that the task placed no demand while 1 indicates that it required
maximum attention. The aggregation strategy is a simple sum of the 8 rates d
(averaged here, and scaled in [1..100] ∈ � for comparison purposes):

WP : [0..100] ∈ � WP =
1
8

8∑
i=1

di × 100

4.2 Participants and Procedure

A sample of 46 people fluent in English volunteered to participate in the study
after signing a consent form. Subjects were divided into 2 groups of 23 each:
those in group A were different to those in group B. Participants could not
interact with instructors during the tasks and they did not have to be trained.
Ages ranges from 20 to 35 years; 24 females and 22 males evenly distributed
across the 2 groups (Total - Avg.: 28.6, Std. 3.98; g.A - Avg. 28.35, Std.: 4.22;
g.B - Avg: 28.85, Std.: 3.70) all with a daily Internet usage of at least 2 hours.
Participants were required to execute a set of 9 information-seeking web-based
tasks (Table 13) as naturally as they could, over 2 or 3 sessions of approximately
45/70 min each, on different non-consecutive days. Tasks differed in terms of
difficulty, time-pressure, time-limits, interference, interruptions and demands on
different psychological modalities. Two groups were created because the tasks
were executed on web-based interfaces, sometimes altered at run-time (through
a CSS/HTML manipulation) (as in Table 12). This manipulation was imple-
mented, as part of a larger study [27,28,34], to enable A/B testing of web-
interfaces (not included here). Interface alteration was not extreme, like making
things very hard to read. Rather the goal was to alter the original interface to
manipulate task difficulty and usability independently. The order of the tasks
administered was the same for all the participants. Computerised versions of the
SUS (Table 9), the NASATLX (Table 10) and the WP (Table 11) instruments
were administered immediately after task completion. Note that the question of
the NASA − TLX related to ‘physical load’ was set to 0 as well as its weight.
Consequently, the pairwise comparison procedure was shorter. Some volunteer
did not execute all the tasks and the final dataset contains 405 cases.

5 Results

Table 2 contains the means and standard deviations of the usability and the
mental workload scores for each task, depicted also in Fig. 4.

5.1 Testing Hypothesis 1 - Difference Usability and Mental
Workload

From an initial analysis of Fig. 5, it seems clear that there is no correlation between
the usability scores (SUS) and the mental workload scores (NASATLX, WP ).
This is statistically confirmed in Table 3 by the Pearson and Spearman correlation
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Table 2. Mental workload and usability - Groups A, B (G.A/G.B)

G. A NASATLX WP SUS
Task avg std avg std avg std

1 46.03 24.30 39.34 11.54 50.38 21.31

2 41.38 15.71 27.23 9.51 81.98 14.06

3 41.08 14.47 36.50 13.10 73.77 19.71

4 35.36 17.92 34.43 13.61 85.41 8.96

5 45.47 15.74 37.49 13.78 69.22 19.84

6 46.35 14.13 43.09 12.20 86.36 09.26

7 56.20 23.97 37.11 14.92 68.87 16.38

8 49.76 19.96 41.09 13.31 82.16 10.93

9 64.61 12.92 46.65 10.46 81.85 09.81

G. B NASATLX WP SUS
Task avg std avg std avg std

1 23.66 13.93 26.57 14.85 77.00 19.49

2 40.97 16.62 28.27 14.73 73.24 16.92

3 42.63 14.21 35.60 15.81 82.33 14.58

4 42.70 14.09 34.87 15.25 46.61 17.90

5 51.15 13.78 33.54 13.88 84.64 12.77

6 39.31 14.57 44.61 13.50 82.68 14.12

7 47.86 19.97 37.84 18.02 59.62 17.97

8 55.34 14.75 42.97 16.98 81.41 13.73

9 70.75 16.29 50.51 14.06 75.39 18.02

Fig. 4. Summary statistics by task

Fig. 5. Scatterplots of NASATLX, WP vs SUS.

Table 3. Correlation coefficients

pearson WP SUS
NASA 0.55 -0.13
WP -0.05

spearman WP SUS
NASA 0.53 -0.1
WP -0.08

coefficients computed over the full dataset (Groups A, B). Person was chosen for
exploring linear correlation while Spearman for monotonic relationship, not nec-
essarily linear.

Despite perception of usability does not seem to correlate at all with men-
tal workload, a further investigation of their relationship was performed on the
scores obtained for each task. Table 4 lists the correlations between the MWL
scores (NASATLX, WP ) against the usability scores (SUS), and Fig. 6 their
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Table 4. Correlations MWL vs usability. Groups A and B

G. B Pearson Spearman
Task Nasa/SUS WP/SUS Nasa/SUS WP/SUS

1 -0.21 -0.39 -0.24 -0.42
2 -0.22 0.18 -0.1 0.01
3 -0.25 -0.13 -0.23 -0.08
4 -0.05 -0.11 -0.10 -0.09
5 0.14 -0.26 0.10 -0.27
6 -0.17 -0.01 0.04 0.06
7 -0.11 0.03 -0.10 0.03
8 -0.28 0.02 -0.13 -0.13
9 0.48 -0.15 0.57 -0.15

G. A Pearson Spearman
Task Nasa/SUS WP/SUS Nasa/SUS WP/SUS

1 -0.69 -0.06 -0.6 -0.11
2 -0.12 -0.15 -0.15 -0.23
3 -0.07 0.13 -0.05 0.11
4 -0.64 -0.34 -0.60 -0.34
5 -0.34 -0.08 -0.31 -0.08
6 -0.08 -0.14 -0.07 -0.12
7 -0.32 -0.2 -0.37 -0.30
8 -0.08 -0.29 -0.04 -0.24
9 0.36 0.14 0.44 0.14

Fig. 6. Density plots of the correlations by task - Group A, B

Fig. 7. Details of tasks with moderate/high correlation

densities. Generally, in behavioural/social sciences, there may be a greater con-
tribution from complicating factors, as in the case of subjective ratings. Hence,
correlations above 0.5 are regarded as very high, within [0.1–0.3] small and within
[0.3–0.5] as medium/moderate (symmetrically to negative values) [12, p. 82]. For
this analysis, only medium/high coefficients are considered. Yet, a clearer picture
does not emerge and just a few tasks show some form of correlation between men-
tal workload and usability. Figure 7 provides further details aiming at extracting
further information and possible interpretations on why workload scores were
moderately/highly correlated with usability.
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– task 1/A and task 4/B: WP is moderately negatively correlated with SUS.
This suggests that when the proportion of attentional resources being taxed by
a task is moderated and decreases, the perception of good usability increases.
In other words, when web-interfaces and the tasks executed over them require
a moderate use of different stages, codes of information processing and input,
output modalities (Sect. 4.1), the usability of those interfaces is increasingly
perceived as positive.

– task 9/A and task 9/B: the NASATLX is highly and positively correlated
with SUS. This suggests that, even when time pressure is imposed upon
tasks causing an increment in the workload experienced, and the perception
of performance decreases because task answer is not found, than perception
of usability is not affected if the task is pleasant and amusing (like task 9).
In other words, even if experienced workload increases but is not excessive,
and even if the interface is slightly altered (task 9 group B), the perception of
good usability is strengthened if tasks are enjoyable.

– tasks 1/B, 4/B, 5/B, 7/B the NASATLX is highly negatively correlated
with SUS. This suggests that when the MWL experienced by users increases,
perhaps because tasks are not straightforward, perception of usability can be
negatively affected even with a slight alteration of the interface.

The above interpretations do not aim to be exhaustive; they are just our own
interpretations, they cannot be generalised and are only confined to this study.
To further strengthening the data analysis, an investigation of the correlation
between the MWL and the usability scores has been performed by considering
users on an individual-basis (Table 5 and Fig. 8).

Table 5. Correlation MWL-usability by user

Pearson Spearman
User Nasa/SUS WP/SUS Nasa/SUS WP/SUS

1 -0.5 -0.43 -0.45 -0.32
2 0.41 -0.11 0.57 -0.23
3 -0.4 0.18 -0.27 0.45
4 0.38 0.37 0.15 0.17
5 -0.66 -0.57 -0.7 -0.63
6 -0.15 -0.34 -0.06 -0.14
7 -0.17 -0.2 -0.17 -0.4
8 0.02 0.21 -0.36 0.01
9 -0.16 -0.4 -0.25 -0.08
10 0 0.26 -0.05 0.33
11 -0.47 -0.74 -0.52 -0.78
12 0.58 -0.33 0.46 -0.4
13 -0.17 0.18 -0.23 0.18
14 0.24 0.39 -0.22 0.16
15 0.06 0.17 0.21 0.47
16 0.46 0.34 0.57 0.55
17 0.27 0.02 0.15 0.23
18 -0.14 0.16 -0.15 -0.2
19 -0.57 0.13 -0.41 0.1
20 0.05 -0.21 0.27 0.18
21 0.36 -0.05 -0.07 0.07
22 -0.99 0.05 -1 0.4
23 0.29 -0.05 0.45 -0.17

Pearson Spearman
User Nasa/SUS WP/SUS Nasa/SUS WP/SUS

24 0.19 0.32 -0.25 0.19
25 -0.62 -0.07 -0.38 -0.4
26 -0.69 0.29 -0.62 0.38
27 -0.38 -0.36 -0.55 -0.58
28 -0.13 -0.43 -0.2 -0.48
29 -0.11 0.28 -0.03 0.15
30 0.17 -0.22 0.22 -0.38
31 -0.6 -0.42 -0.78 -0.48
32 -0.7 -0.4 -0.2 -0.22
33 0.06 -0.67 0 -0.32
34 -0.41 -0.45 -0.32 -0.27
35 0.58 0.12 0.8 0.4
36 -0.39 -0.31 -0.54 -0.37
37 -0.47 -0.08 -0.17 0.38
38 0.21 0.43 0.32 0.51
39 -0.17 -0.07 0.2 0.12
40 -0.34 0.93 0.1 0.87
41 0.25 -0.23 0.37 -0.35
42 -0.67 -0.6 -0.65 -0.38
43 0.36 0.34 0.28 0.25
44 -0.69 -0.69 -0.67 -0.51
45 -0.51 -0.22 -0.42 -0.27
46 0.39 0.59 0.2 0.36
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Fig. 8. Density plots of the correlations by user

As in the previous analysis (by task), just medium and high correlation coef-
ficients (>0.3) are considered for deeper investigation. Additionally, because the
results of Tables 3 and 4 were not able to systematically show common trends, the
analysis on the individual-basis was reinforced by considering only those users for
which a medium/high linear relationship (Pearson) and a monotonic relationship
(Spearman) was detected between both the two MWL scores (NASA, WP ) and
the usability scores (SUS). Table 5 highlights these users (1, 5, 11, 12, 21, 22, 27,
39, 40, 46). The objective was to look for the presence of any particular pattern
of user’s behaviour or a complex deterministic structure. Figure 9 depicts the
linear scatterplots associated to these users with a linear straight regression line
and a local smoothing regression line (Lowess algorithm [11]). The former type of
regression is parametric and stands on the normal distribution, while the latter
is non-parametric and it is aimed at supporting exploration and identification of
patterns, enhancing the ability to see a line of best fit over data not necessarily
normally distributed. Outliers from scatterplot are not removed: the rationale
behind this decision is justified by the limited amount of points – maximum 9
points that coincides with the number of tasks.

No clear and consistent patterns emerge from Fig. 9. However, by analysing
the mental workload scores (NASATLX and WP ), it is possible to note that
the 10 selected users have all achieved, except a few outliers, a score of optimal
mental workload (on average between 20–72). In other words, these users did
not perceive underload or overload while executing the nine tasks. From an
analysis of the usability assessments, all the users achieved scores higher than 40,
indicating that no interface was perceived not usable at all. This might indicate
that when the mental workload experienced by users is within an optimal range,
and usability is not bad, then the combination of mental workload and usability
in a joint model might not be fully powerful in explaining objective performance
more than mental workload alone. In the other cases, where correlation of mental
workload and usability is almost inexistent, then a joint model might better
explain objective performance. The following section is devoted to test this.
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Fig. 9. Correlations MWL-usability for users with moderate/high Pearson and Spear-
man coefficients

5.2 Testing Hypothesis 2 - Usability and Mental Workload Impact
Performance More than Just Workload

From the previous analysis it appears that the perception of usability and the
mental workload experienced by users are not related, except few cases in which
mental workload was optimal and usability was not bad. Nonetheless, as pre-
viously reviewed, literature suggests that these constructs are important for
describing and exploring the user’s experience with an interactive system. For
this reason a further investigation of the impact of the perception of usability and
mental workload on objective performance has been conducted to test hypothesis
2 (Sect. 4). In this context, objective performance refers to objective indicators of
the performance of the volunteers who participated in the user study, categorised
in 5 classes (Sect. 4). During the experiment, the measurement of the objective
performance of users was in some case faulty. These were discarded and a new
dataset with 390 valid cases was formed. The exploration of the impact of the
perception of usability and mental workload on the 5 classes of objective per-
formance was treated as a classification problem, employing supervised machine
learning. In detail, 4 different classification methods were chosen to predict the
objective performance classes, according to different types of learning:

– information-based learning: decision trees (with Gini coefficient);
– similarity-based learning: k-nearest neighbors;
– probability-based learning: Naive Bayes;
– error-based learning: support vector machine (with a radial kernel) [8,23].

The distribution of the 5 classes is depicted in Fig. 10 and Table 6:
Clearly, the above frequencies are unbalanced. For this reason a new dataset

has been formed through oversampling, a technique to adjust class distributions
and to correct for a bias in the original dataset, aimed at reducing the negative
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Fig. 10. Distribution of performance
classes - original dataset

Table 6. Frequencies of classes

Class Original Oversampled
1 11 224
2 30 224
3 47 224
4 78 224
5 224 224
Total 390 1120

impact of class unbalance on model fitting. Random sampling (with replacement)
the minority classes to be the same size as the majority class is used (Table 6).
The two mental workload indexes (NASA and WP ) and the usability index
(SUS) were treated as independent variables (features) and they were used both
individually and in combination to form models aimed at predicting the 5 classes
of objective performance (Fig. 11).

[NASA]

[WP]

Decision tree

K-nearest neighbor

Naive Bayes

Support vector machine

[NASA+SUS]

[WP+SUS]

Fig. 11. Independent features and classification techniques

The independent features were normalised in the range [0..1] ∈ � to facilitate
the training of models and 10-fold stratified cross validation has been adopted
in the training phase. In other words, the oversampled dataset was divided in
10 folds and in each fold, the original ratio of the distribution of the objective
performance classes (Fig. 10, Table 6) was preserved. 9 folds were used for train-
ing and the remaining fold for testing against accuracy and this was repeated
10 times changing the testing fold. This generated 10 models and produced 10
classification accuracies for each learning technique and for each combination
of independent features (Fig. 12, Table 7). It is important to note that training
sets (a combination of 9 folds) and test sets (the remaining holdout set) were
always the same across the classification techniques and the different combina-
tion of independent features (paired 10-fold CV). This is critical to perform a
fair comparison of the different trained models using the same training/test sets.

To test hypothesis 2, the 10-fold cross-validated paired Wilcoxon statisti-
cal test has been chosen for comparing two matched accuracy distributions and
to assess whether their population mean ranks differ (it is a paired difference
test) [58]. This test is a non-parametric alternative to the paired Student’s t-test
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Fig. 12. Independent features, classification technique, distribution of accuracies with
10-fold stratified cross validation

selected because the population of accuracies (obtained testing each holdout
set) was assumed to be not normally distributed. Table 8 lists these tests for
the individual models (containing only the mental workload feature) against the
combined models (containing the mental workload and the usability features).
Except in one case (k-nearest neighbor, using the NASA-TLX as feature), the
addition of the usability measure (SUS) to the mental workload feature (NASA
or WP) always statistically significantly increased the classification accuracy of
the induced models, trained with the 4 selected classifiers. This suggests how
mental workload and usability can be jointly employed to explain objective per-
formance measure, an extremely important dimension of user experience.

5.3 Summary of Findings

In summary, from empirical evidence, the two hypothesis can be accepted.

– H1: Usability and Mental workload are two uncorrelated constructs (as mea-
sured with the selected self-reporting techniques (SUS, NASA-TLX, WP).

They capture different variance in experimental tasks. This has been tested by a
correlation analysis (both parametric and nonparametric) which confirmed that
the two constructs are not correlated. The obtained Pearson coefficients suggest
that there is no linear correlation between usability (SUS scale) and mental
workload (NASA-TLX and WP scales). The Spearman coefficients confirmed
that there is no tendency for usability to either increase or decrease when mental
workload increases. The large variation in correlations within different tasks and
for different individuals is interesting and worth of future investigation.

– H2: A unified model incorporating a usability and a MWL measure can better
explain objective performance than MWL alone.
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Table 7. Ordered distributions of accuracies of trained models

Classifier Independent features Min 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max

Support vector machine WP, SUS 0.6726 0.7140 0.7422 0.7368 0.7506 0.8182

Support vector machine NASATLX, SUS 0.7080 0.7285 0.7387 0.7430 0.7534 0.7928

K-nearest neighbors WP, SUS 0.6754 0.6971 0.7027 0.7091 0.7185 0.7748

Decision tree NASATLX, SUS 0.6216 0.6769 0.6933 0.6937 0.7111 0.7699

K-nearest neighbors NASATLX 0.6339 0.6497 0.6815 0.6822 0.7101 0.7297

Decision tree WP, SUS 0.5664 0.6645 0.6894 0.6816 0.7136 0.7387

K-nearest neighbors NASATLX, SUS 0.6549 0.6704 0.6861 0.6848 0.6971 0.7143

K-nearest neighbors WP 0.5676 0.6182 0.6355 0.6331 0.6510 0.6818

Decision tree NASATLX 0.6216 0.6470 0.6578 0.6615 0.6696 0.7027

Decision tree WP 0.5586 0.5813 0.6170 0.6179 0.6511 0.6991

Support vector machine NASATLX 0.5664 0.6097 0.6233 0.6189 0.6323 0.6757

Support vector machine WP 0.5225 0.5503 0.5644 0.5625 0.5812 0.5893

Naive Bayes NASATLX, SUS 0.4182 0.4596 0.4844 0.4827 0.4989 0.5614

Naive Bayes WP, SUS 0.3964 0.4194 0.4389 0.4411 0.4602 0.5045

Naive Bayes NASATLX 0.2973 0.3400 0.3527 0.3597 0.3943 0.4091

Naive Bayes WP 0.2793 0.3139 0.3524 0.3428 0.3671 0.3929

Table 8. Wilcoxon test of distributions of accuracies with different independent fea-
tures and learning classifiers

Accuracy (mean)

Classifier Model 1 Model 2 Model 1 Model 2 p-value Difference

Decision tree NASA NASA, SUS 0.6615 0.6937 0.032 Yes

Decision tree WP WP, SUS 0.6179 0.6816 0.019 Yes

K-nearest neighbor NASA NASA, SUS 0.6822 0.6848 1 No

K-nearest neighbor WP WP, SUS 0.6331 0.7091 0.005 Yes

Nayve Bayes NASA NASA, SUS 0.3597 0.4827 0.001 Yes

Nayve Bayes WP WP, SUS 0.3428 0.4411 0.001 Yes

Support vector machine NASA NASA, SUS 0.6189 0.743 0.001 Yes

Support vector machine WP WP, SUS 0.5625 0.7368 0.001 Yes

This has been tested by inducing combined and individual models, using four
supervised machine learning classification techniques, to predict objective per-
formance of users (five classes of performance). The combined models were most
of the times able to predict objective user performance significantly better than
the individual models, according to the Wilcoxon non-parametric test.
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Table 9. System Usability Scale (SUS)

Label Question

SUS1 I think that I would like to use this interface frequently

SUS2 I found the interface unnecessarily complex

SUS3 I thought the interface was easy to use

SUS4 I think that I would need the support of a technical person to use this interface

SUS5 I found the various functions in this interface were well integrated

SUS6 I thought there was too much inconsistency in this interface

SUS7 I would imagine that most people would learn to use this interface quickly

SUS8 I found the interface very unmanageable (irritating or tiresome) to use

SUS9 I felt very confident using the interface

SUS10 I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this interface

Table 10. The NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX)

Label Question

NT1 How much mental and perceptual activity was required (e.g. thinking, deciding,

calculating, remembering, looking, searching, etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding,

simple or complex, exacting or forgiving?

NT2 How much physical activity was required (e.g. pushing, pulling, turning, controlling,

activating, etc.)? Was the task easy or demanding, slow or brisk, slack or strenuous,

restful or laborious?

NT3 How much time pressure did you feel due to the rate or pace at which the tasks or task

elements occurred? Was the pace slow and leisurely or rapid and frantic?

NT4 How hard did you have to work (mentally and physically) to accomplish your level of

performance?

NT5 How successful do you think you were in accomplishing the goals, of the task set by the

experimenter (or yourself)? How satisfied were you with your performance in

accomplishing these goals?

NT6 How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed and annoyed versus secure, gratified,

content, relaxed and complacent did you feel during the task?

Table 11. Workload Profile (WP)

Label Question

WP1 How much attention was required for activities like remembering, problem-solving,

decision-making, perceiving (detecting, recognising, identifying objects)?

WP2 How much attention was required for selecting the proper response channel (manual -

keyboard/mouse, or speech - voice) and its execution?

WP3 How much attention was required for spatial processing (spatially pay attention around)?

WP4 How much attention was required for verbal material (eg. reading, processing linguistic

material, listening to verbal conversations)?

WP5 How much attention was required for executing the task based on the information

visually received (eyes)?

WP6 How much attention was required for executing the task based on the information

auditorily received?

WP7 How much attention was required for manually respond to the task (eg.

keyboard/mouse)?

WP8 How much attention was required for producing the speech response (eg. engaging in a

conversation, talking, answering questions)?
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Table 12. Run-time manipulation of web-interfaces

Task Manipulation

1 Left menu of wikipedia.com and the internal searching box have been removed. The background

colour has been set to light yellow

2 Left menu of wikipedia.com and the internal searching box have been removed. The background

colour has been set to light yellow

3 Each result returned by Google has been wrapped with a box with thin borders and the font has

been altered

4 The left menu of google.com has been removed, the background colour set to black and the font

colour to blue

5 The background colour of google.com has been set to black and the font colour to blue

6 The background colour of youtube.com has been set to dark grey

7 The background colour of wikipedia.com has been set to light blue and headings to white

8 The background colour of youtube.com has been set to black and each video was always

displayed in 16:9, removing the right list of related videos

9 The background colour of youtube.com has been set to dark grey

Table 13. Experimental tasks (M = manipulated; g = Group)

Task Description Type Task condition Web-site g.A g.B

T1 Find out how many people

live in Sidney

Fact

finding

Simple search Wikipedia M

T2 Read the content of

simple.wikipedia.org/

wiki/Grammar

Browsing Not goal-oriented and no

time pressure

Wikipedia M

T3 Find out the difference (in

years) between the year of

the foundation of the Apple

Computer Inc. and the year

of the 14th FIFA world cup

Fact

finding

dual-task and mental

arithmetical calculations

Google M

T4 Find out the difference (in

years) between the

foundation of the Microsoft

Corp. & the year of the 23rd

Olympic games

Fact

finding

dual-task and mental

arithmetical calculations

Google M

T5 Find out the year of birth of

the 1st wife of the founder of

playboy

Fact

finding

Single task by time pressure

(2-min limit). Each 30 s user

is warned of time left

Google M

T6 Find out the name of the

man (interpreted by Johnny

Deep) in the video www.

youtube.com/watch?

v=FfTPS-TFQ c

Fact

finding

Constant demand on visual

and auditory modalities.

Participant can replay the

video if required

Youtube M

T7 a) Play the following song

www.youtube.com/watch?

v=Rb5G1eRIj6c and while

listening to it, b) find out the

result of the polynomial

equation p(x), with x = 7

contained in the wikipedia

article http://it.wikipedia.

org/wiki/Polinomi

Fact

finding

Demand on visual modality

and inference on auditory

modality. The song is

extremely irritating

Wikipedia M

T8 Find out how many times

Stewie jumps in the video

www.youtube.com/watch?

v=TSe9gbdkQ8s

Fact

finding

Demand on visual resource

and external inference:

participant is distracted

twice and can replay video

Youtube M

T9 Find out the age of the blue

fish in the video www.

youtube.com/watch?

v=H4BNbHBcnDI

Fact

finding

Demand on visual and

auditory modality, plus

time-pressure: 150-s limit.

User can replay the video.

There is no answer

Youtube M

www.wikipedia.com/
www.wikipedia.com/
www.google.com/
www.google.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
www.wikipedia.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
https://www.youtube.com/
http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammar
http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grammar
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FfTPS-TFQ_c
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FfTPS-TFQ_c
www.youtube.com/watch?v=FfTPS-TFQ_c
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rb5G1eRIj6c
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rb5G1eRIj6c
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polinomi
http://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polinomi
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TSe9gbdkQ8s
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TSe9gbdkQ8s
www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4BNbHBcnDI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4BNbHBcnDI
www.youtube.com/watch?v=H4BNbHBcnDI
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6 Conclusion

This study attempted to investigate the correlation between the perception of
usability and the mental workload imposed by typical tasks executed over three
popular web-sites: Youtube, Wikipedia and Google. Prominent definitions of
usability and mental workload were presented, with a particular focus on the
latter. This because usability is a central notion in human-computer interac-
tion, with a plethora of definitions and applications existing in the literature.
Whereas, the construct of mental workload has a background in Ergonomics
and Human Factors, but less mentioned in HCI. A well known subjective instru-
ment for assessing usability—the System Usability Scale—and two subjective
mental workload assessment procedures—the NASA Task Load Index, and the
Workload Profile—have been employed in a user study involving 46 subjects.
Empirical evidence suggests that there is no relationship between the percep-
tion of usability of a set of web-interfaces and the mental workload imposed on
users by a set of tasks executed on them. In turn, this suggests that the two
constructs seem to describe two not overlapping phenomena. The implication of
this is that they could be jointly used to better describe objective indicator of
user performance, a dimension of user experience. Future work will be devoted
to replicate this study employing a set of different interfaces, tasks and with
different usability and mental workload assessment instruments. The contribu-
tions of this research are to offer a new perspective on the application of mental
workload to traditional usability inspection methods, and a richer approach to
explain the human-system interaction and support its design.
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